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  ABSTRACT 

Smart home is rising innovation developing persistently now. It coordinates of numerous new 
advancements through home systems administration for enhancing human's nature of living, so 

there have numerous activities exploring in differing advances to apply to the smart home 

framework. In like manner, this paper reviews different subjects on smart home innovations from 
looking over for smart home research projects. This paper also implements a smart home which is 

energy efficient based on wireless sensor network. We used Firebase which is the realtime 
database used in this automation which makes us to access our home from anywhere around the 

world. We implemented this automation through node js using java script as programming 
language. The framework can screen the temperature, light, fire and criminal caution of the house 

and have infrared sensor to ensures the family security. The observed information is automatically 
stored into an excel sheet record. The framework can be associated with web to monitor the 

security of home from anyplace on the world. Android application designed to control this frame 

work.   

                                                                        INTRODUCTION 

Usually when the electrical equipment is stopped in yet it is not being used, there still has the 
stream of power. That implies we will lose the electrical energy around five to 10% of frequently 

utilization, so that wasting money for no reasons. In addition, that may likewise be reason for 
numerous accidents, for example, the fire from electrical short circuit. Therefore many people who 

dependably neglect to unplug the electrical device need to remind themselves each time they go 
out.[1] Then again, on the off chance that they go out with overlooking to unplug, they should go 

home to pull the attachment out to avoid the dangerous circumstances, so it is a misuse of so much 

time. In order to tackle these issues, smart home innovation will be required. With the progress of 
innovation, numerous exploration extends about smart home have been created with a specific end 

goal to encourage human and enhance their nature of living.[3] A home, which is smart, is the 
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innovation used to make all electronic appliances around the home act "smart" or "intelligent" or 
more automated, that is to say smart home has highly progressed programmed systems for lighting, 

temperature control, security and other function in home. 

A smart device is a common appliance with a complex PC introduced to give it more usefulness that 

can screen such a variety of parts of day by day schedules. A smart home is valuable for everybody 
and can likewise be utilized to upgrade the regular daily existence at home. The idea of 

"automation" has existed for a long time.[3] It started with an understudy associating two electric 
wires to the hands of a wake up timer so as to close a circuit of a battery and light. Later, 

organizations created mechanized frameworks of their own to control alerts, sensors, actuators and 
camcorders and, in this manner, made the first automated buildings.[4] 

                                                                 

                                                            LITERATURE REVIEW 

New numerous smart home advancements have been investigated and created. As the cloud 

computing is universal, there is one extend named a Framework for Cloud-based smart home. [5] In 

this project, they blend smart home into smart-homeoriented cloud which simple extensible and fit 
for future demands. Also, the cloud give web administrations and the normal for smart home with 

six fundamental applications, which are security, environment, domestic, entertainment 
information, appliance, health and communication.  

Another [6]project called the Computer-supported design software for smart home device in view 

of cloud computing administration extend, helps designer select smart home device and assemble a 

smart living space. This project also offers visual stimulation by applying the interface to build a 
genuine smart home. Besides, operation of smart home gadgets has four smart mode including 

responsive, passive, interactive and active. In this way, it is useful in quotes and budgeting. 

In Egypt,[7] there is a project called Energy sparing through smart home, means to utilize the 
sensors to minimize the domestic energy waste as indicated by human propensities and the 

proposed situation will likewise be accounted for of day by day schedule. 

PROPOSED MODEL 

This research determines its significant writing content from a book by Rick Waldron, to be specific, 

JavaScript Robotics Building NodeBots with Johnny-Five, Raspberry Pi, Arduino, and BeagleBone, 

distributed by Maker Media, Inc. This book and the GitHub cloud space gives the essential 
JavaScript approaches that have been executed in the project. The project reaches out past the 

domain of general home automation frameworks, particularly as a result of the Johnny-Five, which 
has been core idea implemented here.  

This research specifications were noted about from different sources, essential being the ones 

recorded previously. Research papers in the field of amplified utilization of JavaScript were 

additionally referred to while arriving to conclusion of implementing the same. To pick the best 
database for being the association between the device and the system, we used Firebase. This 
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conclusion was made in the wake of referring to various databases of a similar space. The winning 
factor was observed to be the mix of realtime framework in firebase. 

Going to the equipment execution, we evaluated materials on Arduino and Raspberry Pi lastly 

presumed that Arduino Uno is the most appropriate for the requirement of our research. The 

distinctive sensors and the APIs utilized are an extended part of the Johnny Five Suite which is a 
modern framework for Robotic Programming. Johnny-Five has been tested with an various 

Arduino-campactable Boards, and its extraordinarily works with Arduino Uno. IO Plugins permit 
Johnny-Five code to speak with any equipment in whatever language that stage talks. Firmata is a 

specific protocol for communication with microcontrollers from software on a host PC. It is 
proposed to work with any host PC software bundle. We discovered this component of Firmata 

extremely engaging and consequently we went ahead to utilize this in the research. 

FIREBASE 

Firebase is a technology that allows us to make web applications with no server-side programming 

so that development turns out to be easier and quicker. Using Firebase, we don’t  have to stress 
over-provisioning servers or building REST APIs with just a very little  configuration; we can give 

Firebase a chance to take every necessary step: verifying users, storing data, and implementing 

access rules. 

It also supports the iOS, web, OS X, and Android clients. Applications using Firebase can control and 
use data, with no need to think about how data will be stored, and synchronized across variety of 

examples of the applications in real time. Writing server side code is not necessary when using 
firebase, or to deploy a complex server framework to get an app started with Firebase. 

WHY FIREBASE AS DATABASE 

• It is a flexible backend with a ton of good uses.  

• It will cut down development time and avoid upsetting servers and information storage.  

•       It is Scalable. On the off chance that you need your application to scale well, you can                     

assume that Firebase will handle every one of your information without missing a single step.  

• It gives cloud benefit, so there isn't any setup included.  

• Data is stored away as native JSON, so what you store is the thing that you see. 

• Data is protected because that the Firebase requires 2048-piece SSL encryption for all 
information exchanges.  

• Data is reflected and moved down to different secure areas, so there are negligible chances 

of information loses. 

• It coordinates nicely with systems like Angular JS. So it's extremely valuable and permits 

you to make an application in a brief timeframe. 
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ADVANTAGES OVER NORMAL DATABASE 

• If your application runs of a centralized Database, and is updated by a ton of clients – then 
it's more than capable for taking care of the Real-Time information updates between gadgets.  

• Stored in the cloud so promptly accessible all over the place.  

• Cross Platform API (If you are utilizing this DB with an App)  

• They Host the information. - Meaning in the event that you are putting away a lot of 

information, you don't need to stress over hardware. 

SMART HOME WORKING DESIGN 

This smart home needs an android application which has buttons to perform appropriate actions  

in home. This application also shows the auto brightness and temperature with regard to outside 
temperature and light intensity. On clicking the button in android application it immediately 

reflects in the firebase(database) there is status for every action in the firebase. Suppose if the user 
turns the LED button on in android application it immediately reflects the firebase LED status to 

TRUE otherwise FALSE. The brightness and temperature is both automatic and manual which helps 
in reduction of the power supply to home and according to the user wish. 

After the changes in the firebase(database) there is a system which is connected to the internet. In 
this system  the node js code is running which is written java script automatically change once there 

as any change in firebase. This system connected to Arduino uno hence regulates the LED and fan in 
the smart home.  

 

Figure 1: system architecture of smart home 
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Photo resistor and he temperature sensor connected to the Arduino detects the weather  

conditions from outside and maintains the home according to the weather. the android  

application also contains weather forecast app which automatically change according to forecast.  

The data from the temperature sensor and photo sensor is recorded in firebase(database) 

The system has been designed keeping in view of all the requirements and goes on to be a par 

delivery product. The system has specifications of all needed types and entities of distinct attributes 

and natures. The UML diagrams define all attributes of the system and its way of function. This in 

turn paves way for the explanation of the working of the code and the system. One of the main 

design contexts here is the process of saving and receiving data. 

FIGURE2: Implementation of Home Automation 

 

                                                                       CONCLUSION 

 In conclusion, we found out that JavaScript is a very programmer friendly language and all 

 software engineering concepts can be integrated when using it. Using an Arduino Uno helped us  

over other hardware because of its flexible compatibility. The use of firebase and node.js gave 

 an edge to the entire project and helped us implement beyond our original thoughts. The entire  

research project is a model in itself for an implementation on a mega level and can be a major 
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 revolution if implemented in a feasible manner. 

FUTURE SCOPE 

The research project serves as a model for a larger home unit at its helm. Beyond that the concept 

can be used to implement a Dog Feeder System, Home Alert System, Home Reminder System, Kid 

monitoring system, Timed Bot Manager and a lot more. This pattern has a very huge scope and is 

the key to an automated future. At a time when Robots and Drones are getting into the daily 

dynamics, this project will add a dimension above all of them. 
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